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Pride festival draws SJ crowd
By Diana Avila
STAFF WRITER

The Silicon Valley Pride
Festival celebrated the
diversity of the LGBTQ
community in the South Bay
last weekend.

For the past 44 years, the
Silicon Valley has hosted
a yearly pride event for
the LGBTQ community,
according to the Silicon
Valley Pride website.
The
weekend-long
celebrations took place
in downtown San Jose in
the Plaza de César Chávez
park.
The
festivities
included different kinds
of food, games, music and
booths to discuss topics
such as health and civil
rights.

Attendees came to the
festival from all over the Bay
Area and out-of-state.
Visiting from Troy,
Montana,
21-year-old
Tobais Jordan said,“It’s a lot
more conservative where
I am from… I am the only
[transgender male] in
my town, so I get a lot of
weird looks. I just wanted
to hang out and have some
fun, [and] meet new people
without the stares.”
Many people
at the festival
identif ied
as allies
to
the

LGBTQ
community
members.
“I am here at pride
today because I like being
part of the community,
and that means being a big
supporter of their events,”
communications junior
Maria Ramirez said.
As a self-proclaimed ally,
Ramirez wanted to show
that pride is not only for
the people in it, but the
people who support LGBTQ
members.
San
Jose
resident
Andrew Burns attended the
festival with his two young
daughters, wife and nephew
to learn about diversity in
their community.
“I identify as a straight,
white male that is very

supportive of my family
members and making
sure that my daughters are
exposed to all different
ways of life, so they grow
up loving everyone,” Burns
said.
However, some people
at the event questioned the
commercialization of the
pride festival.
“I have a lot of mixed
feelings when it comes to
pride festivals, especially
pride festivals in the
United States. It has a lot
sponsorships and corporate
sponsors,”
Ensamble
Folclórico Colobrí dancer
Carlos Zambrono said, “But
on the flip-side, something I
also have to remind myself
of is that this is a safe place
that folks can come be
themselves.”
The festival

Alexia
Diaz performs
Mexican folklore
dance at Silicon
Valley Pride.

also included multicultural
events like traditional
Mexican folklórico dancing.
During the performance,
the dancers from Ensamble
Folclórico Colibrí used
gender fluid clothing.
The men wore traditional
Mexican skirts to represent
that skirts are not just for
women.
“The skirt is just a prop,
it is only to give a point of
view that not only women
could wear a skirt, but men
as well,” Arturo Magana, the
artistic director of Ensamble
Folclorico Colibri, said. “It
takes a lot of discipline and
control to make the skirt
good throughout the dance.”
Magana said that the
colors of the LGBTQ flag at
the ends of each skirt is now
a staple part of their dance.
And it’s not just the skirts,
but the entire event has
become a regular part of life
in Silicon Valley.
“We have younger kids
[where this] is their first
time at a pride parade and
that is always exciting,”
San Jose resident Bob
Schuenthal said. “All
family members
are here: my mom,
my grandmom
and my two
nieces, which one
of them just came
out of the closet.”
Follow Diana on Twitter
@dianaavila284
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State lawmakers propose
ethnic studies requirement
By John Bricker
STAFF WRITER

Several San Jose State University students and professors in
SJSU‘s ethnic studies programs support California’s push for
an ethnic studies graduation requirement, despite concerns
about the proposed curriculum’s focus.
Assembly Bill 1460, first introduced on February 22,
would require students at all 23 California State University
campuses to complete an ethnic studies course to graduate.
According to the California Faculty Association, the
proposed requirement will start in the 2020-2021 academic
year. Current students will not have to take extra units, as
“students would be able to take the ethnic studies course
in
place
of
other
electives.”

ILLUSTRATION BY CINDY CUELLAR

AB 1460 defines ethnic studies as “an interdisciplinary and
comparative study of race and ethnicity with special focus on
four historically defined racialized core groups,” including
Native Americans, African Americans, Latinx Americans
and Asian Americans.
The Los Angeles Times estimated that AB 1460, along
with AB 331, which would require high school students to
take a one-semester ethnic studies course, would impact 6.5
million students.
Theodorea Regina Berry, professor and chair of the African
American Studies department at SJSU, said she supports the
ethnic studies requirement because it better prepares college
students to contribute to society professionally, socially,
culturally, and economically.
econ
“It really doesn’t
d
matter what you’re
studying,” Berry said. “There are a variety
of different perspectives
p
and people who
have contributed
cont
to every single field
that is offered on this campus.”
Applied mathematics senior
A
Michael Sterpka also said he supports
Mich
the ethnic studies requirement.
th
“You can’t really assume that
everybody knows about each
other’s cultures,” he said, “So
I think it’s a good idea to at
least expose people to them.”
Psychology junior Marilyn
Martinez said she supports the
M
graduation requirement based on how
gradu
much she learned taking Mexican
American studies in junior college.
Am
REQUIREMENT | Page 2

See more photos on page 2.

Professor’s work
recognized with
Cal State award
By John Bricker
STAFF WRITER

The California State University
system presented a San Jose State
University journalism professor
with a 2019 Faculty Innovation and
Leadership Award on Monday.
Tina Korani, new media professor,
serves as the assistant producer of KORANI
media design and the faculty advisor
of the Immersive Storytelling Lab, as
well as an Adobe Education Leader.
“Technology is moving our world forward at a rapid
pace and we as educators should prepare our students for
the workforce of tomorrow by incorporating digital literacy
into our teaching to help students become successful in
their careers,” Korani said in a university statement.
She found out that she had won the award on Aug. 5.
“I was really shocked,” Korani said to the Spartan Daily
over the phone.
The CSU Chancellor’s Office chooses the winners,
looking for those who demonstrate “extraordinary
leadership to advance student success,” out of more than
200 nominations, a statement from the Office of the
Chancellor said. Awardees receive $5,000, along with an
additional $10,000 allocated to their department.
Korani would use the prize money for
research
projects,
to
hire
research
and
teacher’s
assistants,
to
purchase
equipment for the virtual reality lab and
for travel expenses for her and her students.
AWARD | Page 2
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Pride shines in downtown San Jose
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Gavilan College sophomore Osualdo Palomino and SJSU communication junior
Maria Ramirez Perez enjoy Silicon Valley Pride Parade at the Plaza de Cesar Chavez.
Animation
sophomore
Helen Tadesse
(left) reaches for
bubbles in the
air during the
night festival.
MAURICIO LA PLANTE
| SPARTAN DAILY
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Talia blows bubbles at the Silicon Valley Pride Parade while wearing festival merchandise.
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Parade attendees sport the LGBTQ flag while they dance near the main stage.
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Sterpka
said
the
concerns of the opposing
groups
have
valid
concerns, and that the
curriculum should be
altered
to
represent
these
groups
fairly
and to “do it right the
first time” before the
graduation requirement is
implemented.
According to the Los
Angeles Times, Jewish,
Greek, Armenian, Korean
and Hindu organizations
have called for changes.
Berry said stakeholders
should
ensure
they
are consulted as the
curriculum goes into
effect.
“If they’re concerned
about getting represented
accurately, let’s make sure
that they get represented
accurately, but it should
not mean that we don’t
move forward,” she said.

State Sen. Ben Allen
told the Los Angeles
Times that the drafted
curriculum is too narrowly
drawn because it excludes
“anti-Semitism” from its
glossary while including
the term “Islamophobia.”

a simplified dichotomy
often dominates the
history of racial relations
in America, he does not
think the CSU ethnic
studies curriculum will
directly exclude anyone.
He said that ethnic

We would not have denim if it had not
been for indigenous people who
created indigo dyes. If you iron your
clothes, a Black person invented
the iron.

Theodorea Regina Berry
Professor and chair of the
African American Studies department

He also criticized the
legislation for failing to
discuss bigotry against
Italian and Irish people.
Ignat
Ayzenberg,
program
coordinator
for Jewish Studies at
SJSU, said that although

studies are generally too
politically correct, and
said political correctness
m e ans
prov i d i ng
information sensitively,
not omitting it.
Charles Fowler, social
science teacher at William
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cutting edge. She hasn’t let us
down.”
Open seats are available
for Korani’s Virtual Worlds,

Continued from page 1
A few of Korani’s colleagues
said they welcomed some
well-deserved praise for
her. Nick Girard, a mass
communications graduate
student and assistant to
Korani, said he felt ecstatic at
the news.
“It’s great to see your peers
rise to the top like that,” Girard
said. “She deserves it.”
Girard said that Korani is a
flexible teacher, and is always
willing to provide necessary
attention.
Scott Fosdick, journalism
graduate coordinator and
professor, wrote in his
nomination letter, “The
School of Journalism and
Mass
Communications
lives and dies on our ability
to keep up with a rapidly
advancing
technological
media landscape,” according
to a university statement.
“Assistant Professor Korani
was hired to keep us on the

It’s great to see
your peers rise to
the top like that.
Nick Girard
Mass communications
graduate student

Virtual Reality and Mass
Media class this semester,
where
students
can
experiment with 360 video.
Girard said students in that
class, MCOM 108, will have
the opportunity to present
their work to the Facebook
Education team.
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Swift drops ‘Lover’ after ‘Cruel Summer’
By Kunal Mehta
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Our
prayers
have
been answered – the old
Taylor is back. Taylor
Swift’s
latest
album,
“Lover,” invokes the same
emotions of heartbreak,
self-empowerment
and
love
that
previous
albums embodied.
But unlike previous albums
that focused on a specific
incident or relationship,
“Lover”
represents
a
reflection on Swift’s entire
music career. The album
lacks instant hits like “Style,”
but doesn’t contain any songs
worth skipping.
The album starts off
quickly with “I Forgot That
You Existed,” a “Shake It
Off ” style song that feels
like Swift’s final comment
on her previous feuds. She
signals that she’s moved
on and doesn’t plan on
looking back.
“Cruel Summer” begins
the foray into more of an
electropop sound. Despite
the poor reviews and my
initial distaste of her first
attempt at electropop with
“ME!” Swift really raised the
bar this time around.
In fact, “Cruel Summer”
easily takes the title for
best track on the album.
With a quick and catchy
beat, it embedded itself
in my head instantly. And
with summer just having
ended, I could relate with
her anguish.
The rest of the album
follows a similar pattern,
alternating between slower,
more traditional pop songs
like “Lover” and “The

ILLUSTRATION BY MELODY DEL RIO

Archer” and faster, upbeat
electropop songs like “I
Think He Knows” and
“London Boy.”
Swift continues her
venture into social justice
tracks with “The Man,”
suggesting that much of the
hate and animosity she has
received would have been
praise if she were a man. It
serves as a nice compliment
to the anti-homophobia
track “You Need to
Calm Down.”
Older Swifties who miss
the wavy-haired, younger
country star will appreciate
“Lover.” Even though the
genre and style of music
has changed, the same old
authenticity we enjoyed
is back.
Listening to the tracks
on “Lover” feels like you’re

album review
“Lover”
Rating:


hearing directly from Swift,
a sentiment many of us
have wished for since we
last experienced it nearly
a decade ago in “Speak
Now.” Swift has turned the
entire process of listening
to an album into a fullon experience, controlling
every step.
While most artists just
release songs online through
streaming services, Swift
still takes care of improving

Artist:
Taylor Swift
Release Date:
Aug. 23, 2019
Genre:
Pop, Electropop

the physical product.
Just think, thousands
of teenagers lined up to
get their hands on a
physical CD last week. In
2019. That’s the power of
Taylor Swift.
When you open the case,
you’ll first see entries from
Swift’s actual diary. Aside
from being an international
country and pop star, she
writes about the same
issues and problems we’ve

all endured.
“You know, sometimes
I think alot about what my
First Kiss is going to be
like,” teenage Swift wrote in
2003. “It’s going to be great
and romantic.”
And this is where Swift’s
greatness truly emerges,
her ability to relate to just
about everyone.
In “Cornelia Street,”
Swift expresses that if
she broke up with her
boyfriend, she’d never be
able to walk down that road
again because of all the
memories associated with
it. Many suspect that Swift
met her current boyfriend
while renting a place on
Cornelia Street.
Similarly, I immediately
began reminiscing about the
park I no longer visit because

I all but started dating my ex
there. My weekend concluded
by moving all the remnants
of my ex out of my room and
into storage.
It would be a stretch
for me to call this album
perfect though. I’m still not
a fan of “ME!” even though
Swift removed the absurd
“spelling is fun” bridge in the
album version.
Controversially,
she
released four deluxe
versions with different
posters and diary entries in
each, an obvious ploy to sell
more albums. Only problem
is, many of us can’t afford
to buy the same album
four times.
When Swift re-blogs
posts on Tumblr showing
fans buying all four
versions, those with less
may feel their value in
the fandom diminished.
But this is a new era for
Swift in so many ways, so
she’s bound to make some
missteps occasionally.
Swift finally owns the
rights to the songs in “Lover”
and the corresponding
masters, giving her more
freedom and control over
her future.
The largest shift is that
the Taylor we now see seems
truly happy and content
with her relationship. In
the final track, “Daylight,”
Swift eschews her previous
approach to love, singing “I
once believed love would be
burning red / But it’s golden /
Like daylight.”
And as for me, I’m in love
with “Lover.”
Follow Kunal on Twitter
@legoktm

READ UP, EAT UP

Instagram influencers
pick your next meal
Alyson Chuyang
COPY EDITOR

With busy class schedules,
work commitments and
extracurricular activities,
students often sacrifice time
to make a healthy meal.
Dietary needs are pushed
aside to make food fast.
While academics are
important, your body must
be fed correctly in order to get
tasks done.
Here are some food
bloggers to give you insight
on quick, cheap and delicious
meals you can make to
improve your diet.
Rachel Paul
@collegenutritionist
Rachel
Paul
tailors
her Instagram for college
students who may not
have time to make meals,
but still want to meet their
dietary needs.
Her profile stands out with
bright plates, meal preps and
snacks she prepares in under
30 minutes.
Not only does Paul share
recipes but she also gives meal
“hacks” that share tips on how
to fill up with smaller meals
and less calories.
Mia Syn
@nutritionbymia
Mia Syn is a dietitian and
nutritionist who shares her
insight on nutritious meals
that are affordable and easy
to make.
She started out as
a broadcast journalist

before transitioning into a
nutritional scientist who hosts
her own cooking show in
Charleston, SC.
She shares tips on how
to eat healthier and recipes
that are vegetarian, vegan or
pescatarian.
The most interesting
posts on her profile share
quick snacks and meals that
present one ingredient such
as tomatoes or edamame
and show six ways you can
incorporate it in your diet.
Amanda Meixner
@meowmeix
Amanda Meixner started
her own blog and since then,
has shared alternatives for
healthier meals after finding
that depriving the body of
food does it no good.
Unlike other food bloggers,
she doesn’t focus on the
preparation of the meal but
instead on substitutions and
calorie truths.
Meixner also debunks
myths about trending diets
and dieting in general.
In one post, she asks,
“Does lower calories mean it’s
a better option?” and shows
a salad for 440 calories and
french fries for 340 calories.
She proves that people can
eat healthy and still enjoy the
foods they love.
Meixner’s snacks require
minimal ingredients and
fast preparation.

Toni Okamoto
@plantbasedonabudget
Vegetarians and vegans
will enjoy “Plant-Based on
a Budget,” a blog dedicated
to sharing healthy recipes,
all while being completely
plant-based.
Toni Okamoto created the
blog to offer tips on eating
right while indulging in a
burger or cookie. Okamoto
posts about what you can do
to make meals more fulfilling.
Even for those wanting to
start a plant-based diet, these
recipes will show that you can
eat more than salads.
Okamoto even published
her own cookbook that
teaches you how to make
vegan meals under $30 and
under 20 minutes.
Budget Bytes
@budgetbytes
Budget Bytes is perfect for
students who are into cooking
and are a fan of flavor. The
recipes she posts are large
portions so you can feed all
of your housemates, or eat
leftovers to cover you for the
next couple days.
In
her
Instagram
biography, there is a link
to her blog which shows
recipes. It shows the price
per serving, to estimate how
much it feeds. Budget Bytes
even has an app for iOS and
Android users that makes it
easier to access recipes.

Follow Alyson on Twitter
@alysonchuyang
Read Up, Eat Up appears
every week on Tuesday.
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J Boog lights up Music in the Park
By John Bricker
STAFF WRITER

Marijuana smoke had
already dominated the air
over the crowd at Plaza de
Cesar Chavez by the time
reggae singer, J Boog and
his band played half of their
set on Friday.
When he began the
hook of his next song by
singing about “Ganja,” the
crowd cheered while more
plumes of smoke rose over
their heads.
J Boog and his band,
along with opening act Ruby
Ibarra and the Balikbayans,
put on an electrifying and
carefree show at Music in
the Park in Downtown San
Jose, presenting a culturally
rich and feel-good mix of
rap and reggae.
J Boog, a Compton, Calif.
native turned Hawaiian
reggae star, headlined
the sold out Music in the
Park event.
He sang a set of reggae
songs while his band
added layers of dynamic,
versatile instrumentation.
Although the set did not
feature many individual
standout
performances,
the band’s cohesive playing
perfectly set the mood for a
relaxing evening.
Rapper Ruby Ibarra said
she was honored to open for
J Boog.
“This was actually my
first time seeing him
perform live,” Ibarra said to
the Spartan Daily, “And to
see the dynamics with his
band just brought the music
to a whole other level.”
Beyond
the
music
itself, J Boog’s charismatic
interaction
with
his
audience made the show
joyful and exciting.
During one of the band’s
more easy-going songs,

WILLIAM YAP | SPARTAN DAILY

Electrical engineering freshman Hayden Farriester plays a quick game of bowling before opening day.

he yelled, “San Jose,” and
told the crowd to hold up
their hands in peace signs,
which got the front rows
all swaying their arms
in unison.
J Boog perfectly hyped up
the crowd for his big hits,
saving “Let’s Do It Again,”
his most popular track, as
an encore to close the show.
After he asked the crowd,
“Where’s all my sunshine
girls in the building?” the
band played a different
hit, “Sunshine Girl,” while
the audience cheered and
sang along.
Manteca resident Desiree
Jones said she expected the
smoke over the crowd.
“It’s the culture here,”
Jones said.
Jesus Pena, a South San
Francisco resident, said he
had to keep his baby out of
the smoke during J Boog’s
performance.
“At first, it was not as
bad,” Pena said, “But as he
came on, more people came

forward and it got more
compact and crowded.”
Ibarra
and
the
Balikbayans put on a more
energetic
performance
as the opening act, with
boom-bap instrumentals
crafted live by the band
while Ibarra spit her dense,
speedy verses.
Ibarra said she is inspired
by ’90s hip-hop artists like
Wu-Tang Clan, A Tribe
Called Quest and Lauryn
Hill because she grew up
with their music.
“Since it was the era that
I grew up listening,” Ibarra
said. “I feel like it’s natural
that I project similar sounds
in my music.”
Ibarra had infectious
energy on stage, leaping
down from the stage at
points and rapping right
in the crowd’s faces. Ibarra
also loaded a Supremebranded money gun and
sprayed fake $100 bills
into the audience. Along
with energizing the crowd,

Ibarra performed songs
she said directly related to
her experience as a first
generation immigrant, and
directly called out to her
fellow Filipino Americans
in the audience.
Despite her efforts to
reach out to the Filipino
community, Ibarra said her
music is not targeted only
to Filipino Americans, but
that her music addresses
universal themes.
“I want to make sure that
I hit everyone here,” Ibarra
said, “And make sure that
people feel like they can
connect to the songs.”
J Boog also reached out
to ethnic communities at
the show, calling out to the
Filipinos and Latinos in the
building. He concluded by
shouting out to everyone
else, which prompted the
loudest cheer of the night.

Follow John on Twitter
@JohnMichaelBr15
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Top: Hawaiian reggae star J Boog performs at
Music in the Park at Plaza de Cesar Chavez on
Friday amid clouds of smoke.
Bottom: Standing on a park bench, rapper Ruby Ibarra
performs in front of the crowd at Music in the Park at
Plaza de Cesar Chavez on Friday. Ibarra
specifically called out to her fellow Filipino Americans
in the audience.

‘13 Reasons Why’ sparks more conversations
By Nathan Doyle

television
review

STAFF WRITER

When will the student
deaths at Liberty High
end? That is the burning
question
viewers
of
“13
Reasons
Why”
want answered.
Debuting in early 2017,
“13 Reasons Why” was
immediately met with high
ratings from viewers, with
many praising the show for
addressing serious topics
and others criticizing it
for seemingly glorifying
graphic subject matter.
The show covers heavy
societal issues that the
characters endure such
as suicide, sexual assault,
bullying,
domestic
abuse, depression, drug
abuse, mental health,
physical disabilities and
gun control.
The second season also
addresses issues of reduced
punishments for sexual
assault cases, drawing
parallels
to
real-life
court cases.
Despite the best efforts of
the producers, the message
of the second season was
muddled among a long
yarn of plot lines that never
quite aligned.
The
third
season
continues
on
the
topics addressed in the
previous two seasons and
introduces other relevant
subject matter, including:
immigration,
sexual
orientation, police brutality
and treatment for mental
health issues.
Though it is clear that

“13 Reasons Why”
Rating:


Directed by:
Brian Yorkey
Starring:
Dylan Minnette,
Alisha Boe
Genre:
Drama

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

The highly anticipated third season of the drama “13 Reasons Why” was released on Netflix on Friday.

the writers make a genuine
effort to cover new ground
this season, some will find
these efforts forced and even
borderline cringeworthy
at times.
It is difficult not to
question whether the
writers were too focused
on covering as many
issues as possible rather
than producing a well
executed show.
However,
audiences
will see characters in a
whole new light as part
of a murder mystery
that encompasses the
entire season.
What
the
viewers
choose to think of the new

Many opportunities for
a discussion feel thrown
out the window to tell a
melodramatic
murder
mystery, one in which
every member of the
main cast is conveniently
a suspect.
Changes and additions
to the show may be seen in
a negative light, but these
are also what makes it
characters and situations discussion guide that was so intriguing.
is to their discretion, but released as a companion to
The first two seasons
it is guaranteed that many the show.
seem to be about students
will not take well to the
While the show has a coming to terms with the
controversial direction.
great cast that conveys a malevolent jock culture
The goal of “13 Reasons strong range of emotions of their high school, but
Why” has always been to and opens the ground the third season flips
start a conversation, as for discussion, it still the narrative.
made clear through the falls short.
Season three is meant

Changes and additions to the
show may be seen in a negative
light, but these are also what
makes it so intriguing.

to show that no one is
traditionally good or evil,
instead showing that each
character on the show is
capable of making morally
gray choices.
The main message of
this season is that the show
is not a black and white
struggle between good
and bad; every character
has issues and nobody is
beyond redemption.
While the final episode
of the season sets up a
fourth season in notso-subtle ways, the final
episode ends in a way
that feels like an almost
perfect conclusion.
Overall, the season is
just another addition of a
show that is inherently dark
and works to end on an
optimistic note, albeit with
a few road bumps along
the way.
Follow Nathan on
Instagram
@nathan.doyle.doc
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Can we finally talk about gun control?
OPINION E
EDITOR

In the wake of the El Paso
and Dayton shootings I ask,
is it too soon to talk about
gun control?
Regarding the aftermath
of the deadliest American
mass shooting in Las Vegas,
Senator Mitch McConnell
reportedly said, “I think it’s
premature to be discussing
legislative solutions, if there
are any,” according to the
Washington Examiner.
A study published
in 2016 by the JAMA
Network, a peer-reviewed
general medical journal,
reported global mortality
from firearms in the
United States ranked
second behind Brazil,
with the total firearmrelated deaths worldwide
being 37,200.
Unsurprisingly, there
have been 257 reported
mass shootings in the
U.S. this year as of
Aug. 12, according to the
Gun Violence Archive.
So I ask, how long we as a
nation wait to discuss such a
sensitive issue?
Clearly, not right after
another major shooting.
But there lies the
problem; it seemingly is
always “right after another
major shooting.”
So how long do we
have to wait? A day?
A month? A year? A
decade?

Clearly
with
the
trend, we can only wait
for a few days before
another event happens
that classifies as a mass
shooting. With other
“minor events” that
happen
seemingly
every day.

Even if a proper discussion were
to be had and no changes were
made as a result of that, then
we would find ourselves back at
Square One with another ticking
time bomb on our hands.
The answer has yet
to be defined by anyone
staunchly defending the
Second
Amendment
to prevent any form of
gun control.
So let’s assume right
now that it is acceptable to
talk about the issue of gun
control in America.
What realistically can
be done?
With
modern
interpretations of the
Second Amendment, there
has been an unwillingness
to outright ban gun
ownership.
So the idea of buy back
programs to limit and
cull gun ownership to a

perform sufficiently well
at a shooting range, pass
a mental health screening
and another background
test before they can
purchase either shotguns
or air rifles.
But no handguns.
The test must be
performed and passed
every three years after the
initial approval.
What is so bad about
that? Having stricter
requirements for gun
ownership and limitation
of weapons to both
home defense and tool
guns like shotguns and
air rifles are not bad
things inherently.

CLASSIFIEDS
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

The only reprehensible
thing this method does
is prevent unstable and
unfit people from legally
acquiring guns which
obviously is terrible.
Staunch
opponents
of
gun reform will
point out that Mexico
has strict laws in place
to prevent ownership,
and the country’s stillhigh gun violence rates
as a major reason to not
even try.
However,
Mexico
faces a much higher
rate of organized crime,
which prevents a lot
of good that would
otherwise come to the
populace with an outright
gun ban.
Mexico also has the
kevlar-draped northern
neighbor with limited gun
control that undermines its
own regulations.
The reality of the
situation is that any real
solution is not simple or
easy, and provides a lot
of room for dissent for a
multitude of reasons.
Even if a proper
discussion were to be had
and no changes were made
as a result of that, then
we would find ourselves
back at Square One with
another ticking time bomb
on our hands.
Hopefully
another
major shooting doesn’t
push back the timeline
even further.
But
who
are
we kidding?

The
Las
Vegas
Shooter
used
an
AR-15 rifle modified
with a bump stock,
killing 58 people and
wounding 422 in 2017.
Bump stocks are still
legal to own in the
United States.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Jonathan Austin

minimum a la the UK and
Australia are unlikely to
occur any time soon.
According to Business
Insider, the number of
murders and suicides
related to guns in Australia
and the UK lowered the
number of guns per 100
people from 101 to 3.78.
Who
would
have
thought that?
Alternatively, there are
ways around banning
weapons entirely.
In Japan, a person must
take a class and pass a test,

Follow Jonathan on Twitter
@JonathanAus10

SUDOKU PUZZLE
Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

JOKIN’
AROUND
Did you hear
about the
restaurant on
the moon?

Great food, no
atmosphere.

SOLUTIONS

ACROSS
1. Absorbs
5. Flaccid body fat
9. Lifeless
13. A city in western Russia
14. Female demon
16. Lazily
17. French for “State”
18. Anagram of “Urban”
19. Curved molding
20. Mentally prepare
22. Differed
24. “Whoopee!”
26. Latin name for our planet
27. Land
30. Nobleman
33. Immature
35. Polka or samba
37. Crone
38. Inventory
41. Faster than light
42. Community spirit
45. Letters
48. Pressure
51. Go over again
52. Angry
54. Narrow opening
55. They don’t lift their feet

59. Emit a brief burst of light
62. Short skirt
63. Metaphor or hyperbole
65. Double-reed woodwind
66. Relating to urine
67. Alpine call
68. Lamp or candle
69. French for “Head”
70. Bawdy
71. Cry of pain
DOWN
1. Stair
2. In baseball, 3 per inning
3. Dramatist
4. Small bag
5. Grippe
6. Territory
7. Scope
8. Prejudiced
9. Panorama
10. Border
11. Away from the wind
12. Not the original color
15. A kind of macaw
21. A person who is in charge
23. Electrical or crossword
25. Auspices

27. Throb
28. Gossips
29. Eastern Standard Time
31. Designed to be filled with
air
32. Group of 8
34. Furrow maker
36. If not
39. Consumer Price Index
40. Sets of articles
43. Opening
44. Slave
46. Consciousness
47. Three book series
49. Brackish
50. Unsaturated alcohol
53. Wear away
55. Porn
56. Employ
57. Module
58. Gush
60. Dirt
61. Rope fiber
64. A late time of life
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Spartans open at home with 0-0 tie
By Erica Lizarrago
STAFF WRITER

The women’s soccer
team put up a strong
defensive battle in their
season opener against Cal
Poly SLO last Thursday,
posting a 0-0 shutout after
double overtime.
The San Jose State
women’s team showcased
their strong defense and
rhythmic team dynamic
following a summer season of conditioning.
“I think in the first half
of each half we played really well and I think that’s
where we created most of
our chances,” head coach
Lauren Hanson said. “It’s
just part of getting our
game fitness in so we
can be more dynamic in
the attack.”
The Spartans took a
total of five shootouts and
10 shots, three of those
shots from freshman midfielder Alison Gallant.
Within the first 10 minutes of the game, junior
defender Karlee Pottorff ’s
saved goal set the tone for
the rest of the evening.
“Two players got beat,
my goalie is coming out,
and I can just see the whole
play in front of me and
it’s just like ‘they’re gonna
get a shot off,” Pottorff
said, who anticipated the
chanced shot from Cal
Poly’s Nikki Trucco.
The Spartans fought
fatigue in the nearly twohour game and relied
heavily on the support
of their team, placing
emphasis on their com-

munication and compatibility.
“When you’re tired it
doesn’t matter because
you’re pushing for the
person next to you,”
Pottorff said. “I just feel
like throughout our practices we’ve been really connecting and building our
rhythm and chemistry as
a team.”
Pottorff said that despite
the exhaustion, it comes
down to telling yourself
“yes” even when your
body is saying “no” for the
sake of the entire team’s
success.
The team also benefited
from a stellar performance
from sophomore transfer
Ariana Romero.
Romero was tasked with
filling the role of last season’s graduating star goalie
Paige Simoneau, who was
a two-time Mountain West
Championship Tour MVP
and four-time Defensive
Player of the Week.
“I felt really confident on
the field...my team makes
me feel really confident
and we build each other
up,” Romero said, despite
the pressure of the legacy. “I definitely couldn’t
have done it without my
defense and just teamwork
out there, we got that shutout and we expected it.”
Romero, who transferred from Seattle
University this year,
demonstrated a strong
start to her SJSU career,
saving three shots in her
season debut.
The team anticipates yet
another successful season

MAURICIO LA PLANTE | SPARTAN DAILY

Junior defender Karlee Pottorﬀ dribbles the ball away from the Cal Poly SLO attackers pressing the back line.

I definitely couldn’t have done
it without my defense and just
teamwork out there, we got that
shutout and we expected it.
Ariana Romero
Sophomore goalkeeper

and hopefully a repeat
championship this year.
They will soon gear up to
compete against Stanford,
their biggest anticipat-

ed competitor of the
regular season.
“They won the NCAA
tournament recently and
they have good players,

good individuals, but we
have just as much team
chemistry and that’s what
really matters on the field,”
Pottorff said. “So we don’t
look fearful to them and
we respect them and play
our own game.”
The team is optimistic
that their ever-increasing
confidence and focus on
health and wellness will
be enough to take home a
championship trophy by
the end of this fall season.
“It’s just rhythm, we
just need more rhythm
and that’s just playing

together,” coach Hanson
said. “It’s a long season and it’s a journey
and we’re going to take
one game at a time and
keep building.”
With an entire season ahead, many are
keeping an eye on this
group of women. The
Spartans will face Loyola
Marymount University
next on Thursday.

Follow Erica on Instagram
@erica.lizarrago

Volleyball prepares for season in scrimmage
By Brendan Cross

UPCOMING
HOME
GAME

STAFF WRITER

The San Jose State
Spartans women’s volleyball team served up a
blue versus gold scrimmage as a final tuneup
for the upcoming regular season.
While the Blue road
team ultimately took
home the victory 2
sets to 1 over the home
Golds, head coach
Jolene Shepardson liked
what she saw on both
sides of the net.
“I think we got a lot
of good competition in
the gym amongst each
other and we definitely had some signs of
good team chemistry,”
Shepardson said.
Shepardson
also
added that these scrimmages do a great job of
shining light on some
of the strengths of
her team.
“One of the things
I love about my team
is that they love to
work and love to
grow, so they know
the things that they
want to get better at,”
Shepardson said.
Senior outside hitter Fernanda Vido said
that the scrimmage was
a good barometer to
see how the team was
meshing, both playing with and against
each other.
“I told the team
before we started that
we need to help both
teams succeed because
it will be good down the
road,” Vido said. “I’m
really happy, I think we
took big swings and had

UNC vs. SJSU
Sept. 13 @ 6 p.m.
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Sophomore outside hitter Tabea Schwarz (left) and freshman middle blocker Yazmin Pitpit (middle) attempt to
block a shot from junior outside hitter Latahevai Lousi (right). The Blue team won 2 sets to 1 over the Gold team.

aggressive plays.”
Junior outside hitter Latahevai Lousi is
excited for the season to
begin and believes the
team is ready to compete despite the loss
of two seniors, outside
hitter Giulia Gavio and
libero Luiza Andrade.
“We have the ability
and skill to make up
for what we lost.” Lousi
said. “Us returners, as a
whole, we have a chip
on our shoulder from

BLUE

GOLD

2

1

last year and we’re all
moving in the right
direction. I think we’re
really ready.”
Vido shared a similar
optimism when looking
at how the roster is currently constructed.

“We lost two seniors
that
were
pretty
important, but we also
gained four freshman
that are just fantastic,”
Vido said.
The Spartans ended
last season on a four-

that each game will be
a battle.
“We have players
who believe in each
other and believe in
themselves a lot more,”
Shepardson said. “We
know we have to earn
it and we’re ready to
put in the work. They’re
a talented group and I
think we are going to
surprise some people.”
Before diving into
the conference schedule, the Spartans will
square off against the
University of the Pacific
Tigers Aug. 30 in Davis,
Calif. at the Aggie
Invitational.
In their tilt last season, the Tigers took a
2-1 set lead before a
dramatic 28-26 fourth
set win propelled the
Spartans to also take
the fifth set and claim
victory.
“I believe they are
going to come back hot
and try to beat us this
year, so I think it will
be an exciting match,”
Vido said.
The Spartans will
round out the Aggie
Invitational schedule
with games against
UC Davis and the
University of Montana.

game win streak with
victories over fellow Mountain West
C onference
fo es
Nevada, Air Force,
Fresno State and San
Diego State.
“We won those games
just bringing our attitudes, worrying about
our side of the net and
putting it all out there
on the line,” Lousi said.
Shepardson said that
the Mountain West Follow Brendan on Twitter
@BrendanCross93
will remain tough and

